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1. Introduction 
It bas been claimed that there exist morphemes consisting 
only of a nonsegmental, or floating tone, 1 that is, a tone which 
can be involved in various tone processes but which never has 
any surface manifestation itself. In this paper certain tone 
processes in Lango, a 'Uilotic' language of northern Uganda, 
which were first discussed in Maddieson, Shopen and Okello (1973) 
will be reexamined. In this reexamination of these processes 
special attention will be paid to certain examples which were 
apparently overlooked by Maddieson, Shopen and Okello (hereafter 
MSO), aod which seem to indicate that not only do certain morphemes 
exist which consist only of a nonsegmental tone, but there are 
also rules which create nonsegmenta.l tones, as well as rules which 
apparently refer only to nonsegmental tones. In conclusion, several 
other areas where the concept of nonsegmental tone might be useful 
will be discussed. 
2. A Problematic case for MSO 
In this section, two tone rules proposed by MSO for Lango 
will be examined, and it will be shown that these rules do not 
account for a particular set of forms. The first rule, Tone Shift 
(TS) cao be given as follows: 2 ('=high tone,'= low tone,~= 
falling tone) 
Tone Shift 
V (C) # (V) (C) V=> V (C) # (V) (C) V 
This rule is proposed to account for the following forms: 
(1) a . dill. opat (group of strangers) 
b . cal 6pat (picture of strangers) 
(2) a. dill. rtse (group of fish) 
b. cal rese (picture of fish) 
(3) a. dul kono (group of feathers) 
b. c8l kOnO (picture of feathers) 
The longest expansion of the rule, in which the initial segment 
is a vowel, accounts for the alternation seen in the tone pattern 
of opat in (1), while the shorter expansion accounts for the 
alternation seen in the tone pattern of re:ee: in (2) and of keno in 
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(3). In addition, a rule simplifying falls to highs when not 
in a monosyllabic word or before another fall can be seen to 
operate in (3b) . 
The other rule which will be examined bere is Tone Copy 
(TC), which can be formulated as follows: 
Tone CopY 
CciRaisedJ ~ C-ciRaisedJ / C ·c-aRaisedJ (C) _ # [+segmental] 
This rule is proposed to account for the following forms: 
(4) a. rtl)S (meat) 
b. rtqo r6mmf (meat of sheep) 
c. rtQo kono (meat for feathers) 
TC causes the final high of rtgS in (4a) to become a low in (4b) 
and (4c) since it is followed by another word. Furthermore, as 
can be seen in (4c), TS must apply before TC (that is, in a counter-
bleeding order} so as to cause the initial low in keno to become 
a high. 
Up to this point, the analysis proposed by MSO seems to 
account for tonal alternations. However, MSO fails to notice 
certain forms for which their analysis generates incorrect forms . 
Such an example is (5). 
(5) rtooput / •rtQSput (meat of strangers) 
There is one other rule which we must refer to in this example, 
Vowel Coalescence (VC), which takes a V+V sequence where the first 
vowel is i, u, or o (or i, o, or~> and reduces it t o a single 
consonant-with the-tenseness of the first vowel and the place of 
articulation of the second. TS must have applied in (5) to 
account for the falling tone on the 2c; the question, then, is 
why the~ has a low tone instead of a high tone . One possible 
answer would be that VC has something to do with it, however, 
(6) shows that this is not the case: 
(6) a. ot <lwobf (house for a boy) 
b. cal 6.w'Ob! (picture of a boy) 
c. r toa...,~M'. (meat of a boy) 
Once again, TS accounts for the tone alternations in (6a) and (6b). 
In (6c), then, Ye must assume that TS applies before VC causing 
the a to surface Yith a high tone. Thus, only (5) remains 
anomalous in that the initial low in the second word is "skipped" 
by TS. 
3. Tone processes and nonsegmental tone in Lango 
In §2 a form was discussed which is problematic for tbe 
analysis proposed by MSO in that TS seemed to "skip" the initial 
lo" tone vowel in certain instances. In this section it will be 
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shown that such "skipping" of an initial lov tone VOYel when it 
is followed by a low tone vowel can aiso be found vhen the high 
tone meeting the structural descrip~ion or TS is a nonsegmental 
high tone morpheme. 
Nonsegmental tone morphemes must be proposed in at least 
tvo places in Lango. The first is for a certain class of 
possessive constructions, Most possessiye consr.ructions are 
regular in that they obey the rules discussed thus !'ar. This 
is shown in (7) and (8): 
(7) a. . riec g5Sr (the squirre1s' backs) 
b. d5g gS5r (the squirrels ' mouths) 
(8) a.. f')ec c;lok (the cQws 1 bac~s) 
b. dSg dok (the cows ' mouths) 
The only alternation in tone pattern is in dok in (8) . a..~d ~his 
can be eas.Jy accounted for by ?S . However, there is a 5mall 
class or nouns 1'fhich do -pa:t.tern as expected when used a.s the 
first member in a construction showing inalienable possession. 
This can be seen in (9) and (10). 
(9) a. ty~n g5Sr (the squirrels' legs) 
b, yib g5Sr (the squirr~ls 1 tail~) 
(10) a . t.ytn dok. ( the cows ' legs ) 
b . yfb dok (the co~s ' tails) 
In (9b} , gJ~r is dmmstepped even ~hough i~ is not preceded by 
a lov tone on the surface; in (lOa), dok bas a falling tone even 
though there is no high to trigger TS; in (lOb) > dok bas a lov 
tone even though it is preceded by a high tone and therefore 
should trigger TS. These unexpected results cannot be due to 
g3~r and dok , as is shown by (7) and (8); therefore it must be 
due to ty£n and yib, 'The most obvious solut~on to this probiem is 
to claim that nouns in the class 'Which contains tytn and yib 
require a morpheme in possessive constructions which consists of 
a polar nonsegrnental tone. Thus, the underlying structures for 
(9) and (lO) are given in (11) and (12), respectively, 
(ll) a. /t~n i g55r/ 
b. /y1b ' g55r/ 
(12) a . /tytn 'dok/ 
b . /y1b .. dok/ 
Given these underlying representations, the correct surface 
representations rill be predicted by the rules discussed above. 
When this class of nouns whicb requires polar nonsegmental 
tone morphemes in the possessive constructions is used vith 
words like .~1~::h the following results are obtained: 
{13) a. y! b opnt (the strangers ' tails) 
b , tytn opdt / *tytn Opll.t (the StrangPrS 1 legs) 
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The form in (13a) is what we expect in that the noosegruental low 
tone demanded by yib nprotects'' opa.t from the effects of TS. 
However , (13b) is wiexpecied in that although the Qin op~t is 
a t'all . apparently by TS, the .Q_ remains lov, i"t is "skipped11 by 
TS, 
The other place a nonsegmental tone morpheme is needed is 
in relative clause constructions . The differences betveen a 
simple sentence a..nd a relative ·c1ause can be seen from_ the examples 
in (14). 
(14) Simple Sentence Rela-cive Clause 
a. p6.l.lov6ro (Pythons ·,;ent) rolloworo (pythons 
which went) 
b. k!s 6'W'6ro (Bees went) kl.C OWOro (be-es 
which went) 
c. rudoworo (Twins went) rudow6ro (twins 
vhicb W'ent) .. , .... ' ' d. aox ovoro (Covs went) d.ok oworo (cows 
vhich went) 
There are tvo dirferences between the two constructions . First , 
as can be see~ in (l4b) and (14d), voiceless stops become 
fricatives intervocalicaJ.ly in simple sentences but not in relative 
cla...i.ses. 5 Second , the tone pattern is di.fferent. in (14c) and (111d) , 
where the noun is low tone . Th~ 'tone pattern in 'the simple 
sentences is what js expected, with ovoro remaining entirely low 
tone. liowever, in the relative clauses , the middle 2. is sudden~y 
high. The most obvious way to accoun·t for this is to postulate 
a high tone nonsegmental tone morpheme marking relative clauses 
which triggers TS. However, if this solution is accepted, once 
a.gain TS ''sk.ips II an initial low tone vowel when it is foilO'wed 
by a low tone. 
4. Tone copY revisited 
In §3 i~ vas shown that the phenomenon di~cussed in ~2 ~here 
TS seemed to "skip" a.n initial. lov vo'Wel when it was followed by 
a low is not an isolat.ed case in ,;hat this " skipping•r is generall y 
the case vhen the high tone meeting the structural. description 01.· 
TS is a nonsegmental tone morpheme . If this is indeed the case, 
it suggests vhat TC does not simply change a high tone into a low 
tone as MSO suggest , but; rather that it moves the high tone onto 
a nonsegmen-;;;al :maT.rix~ leaving the original vowel vitb a low tone . 
ln addition, toe other tone rules ~ill lli:lve to be formula~ed in 
such a way as to insure that a nonsegmental high tone will not 
affect the first vowel in a word like opQt , One va.y ~his could 
be done would be by permuting the nonsegmental high tone a.nd the 
initial low tone before applying TS~ thus bleeding TS. Given 
this W1a.lysis , we would obtain the following derivation for 
rtrJ3pdt . 
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(15) /ri:ri:'> opa.t/ 
TC {revised) rt IJ:) ' opo.t 
Metathesis ri:o:) o'po.t 
TS 
Fall Creation
6 rtri:> O'pdt 
VC rLQ?> 'p<it 
[ri:Q:)po.tJ 
5. Possible further applications of nonsep;nental tone 
If the analysis presented here is correct, nonsegmental 
tones not only occur as underlying morphemes, but also can be 
created by phonological rules . In addition, some rules make 
reference to nonsegmental tones to the exclusion of segmental 
tones . In this last section, I would like to suggest two other 
areas in which a further extension of nonsegmental tones might 
be usef'Ul . 
First, as bas been shown by Peters (1973), the analysis of 
downstep and downdrift presented by Fromkin {1972) fails because 
it cannot assign the correct pitch value to a low tone following 
a downdrifted high tone. Peters points out that the analysis 
could be saved if a low tone which was later deleted were 
postulated before each lexically downstepped high tone, but like 
Fromkin, rejects this analysis on the basis that it would violate 
Kiparsky's constraint against "absolute neutralization". However, 
if instead of low tones which were later deleted, nonsegmental 
low tones were used , the constraint against absolute neutralization 
would have the same force it has in the case of boundaries--
apparently none. That is, no one has used the constraint against 
absolute neutralization as an argument against the use of 
boundaries to trigger phonological rules, apparently because 
there is no need to have a rule deleting boundaries- it is merely 
part of the definition of [-segment) (a feature shared by boundaries 
and nonsegmental tones) that they have no direct surface manifesta-
tion. Thus, the use of nonsegmental low tones would make this 
objection to Fromkin's analysis void. 
Second, it bas been proposed by Koutsoudas, Sanders, and 
1ioll (henceforth KSN) (1974) that rules apply whenever their 
structural descriptions are met unless such application is 
precluded by some universal principle. There is an apparent counter-
example to this hypothesis in Lango which can be accounted for 
within the KSN framework if we claim that rules which delete vowels 
leave behind the tone on a non-segmental matrix. This apparent 
counterexample involves the apparent counterfeeding order between 
Fall Creation {FC) and Fall Simplification (FS) . For example, 
the derivation of cal kono (example (3b) above) would proceed as 
follows: 
(16) /cal. kono/ 
TS cal. kono 
FS cal k6n0 
[cal k6no] 
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liowever, at this point , FC should be able to apply, yielding 
"cal k6no. It appears as though FC must be extrinsically ordered 
before FS so as to counterfeed it . However, if F'S were to simply 
change the low part of the fall into a nonsegmental matrix , the 
low tone would intrinsically order the rules since it would 
prevent FC from affecting the final o of kono. 
In conclusion, I have attempted- to demonstrate that the 
phenomena of nonsegmental tone ·1s more extensive than is generally 
recognized in that it can be created and referred to by phonological 
rules . In addit i on , I have presented two other areas where the 
concept of nonsegmental tones may be useful. 
Footnotes 
*I would like to thank Tim Shopen for getting me started 
in looking at most of the phenomena discussed in this paper, to 
Ashley Hastings for discussions over some of this paper , and 
especially to Jenny Okello, who, as an excellent informant and 
linguist really gave of her time to help with this paper. Need-
less to say, all errors are mine entirely,
1By- nonsegmental tone, I inean a matrix marked [-segment, 
±high]. I am us ing this term as a synonym for the perhaps more 
co=n "floating" tone as the term "nonsegmental" seems to more 
adequately capture the formal characteristics of such matrices . 
It is important that this use of nonsegmental tone is not confused 
with that of Fromkin (1972) . In Fromkin ' s use , it is used for 
contour tones and thus bas a surface representation. It seems to 
me to be better to save the feature [-segment] to refer to 
mi,.triceG with no direct physical manifestations (like boundaries} 
and handle contour tones as they are handled by Maddieson (1970}, 
that is , as ( -syllabic] segments following a ( +syllabic) segment . 
21 believe thls rule to be incorrect for the following 
reason. MSO have to postulate in addition to this rule a rule 
which causes a low tone to become a fall when it is preceded i n 
the same word by a high tone . Thus , two separate rules, Fall 
Creation and TS, create falls . This dupl icity could be eli minated 
if there was one rule which caused a low to become a fall if it 
followed a high either in the same word or across a vord boundary. 
In addition to this generalized Fall Creation rule, we would need 
a rule which made a low tone initial vowel into a high tone vowel 
if preceded by a high tone. This rule would then feed Fall 
Creation . However, as the analysis presented in this paper would 
not change g iven this formulation of the rules, I will accept for 
purposes of argumentation the formulation of the rules presented 
by MSO. 
3The feature CiRaisedJ is proposed by Maddieson (1970) i n 
place of the more common CiHighJ.
4That this unexpected patterning is only found in constructions 
denoting inalienable possession is shown by the following examples: 
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( i) a. ty1:n gSSr ( legs for the squirrels) 
b . yib gSSr (tails for the squirrels) 
(ii) a. ty~n dok (legs for the cows) 
b . y!b dok (tails for the cows) 
5The forms for ''bees" and "cows" appear with the voiceless stop 
in isolation and before a consonant in addition to in the relative 
clauses . 
6This rule of Fall Creation is independently needed and 
motivated by MSO and is discussed in footnote l above. 
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